Spectral EEG characteristics during increases in the complexity of the context of cognitive activity.
The spatial and frequency characteristics of cortical electrical activity were studied in healthy human subjects in two series of experiments involving solution of sequentially presented visual tasks. The first task was to assess the relative sizes of two circles and was identical in both series. In the first series, this was supplemented by a task consisting of recognition of pseudowords/words, presumptively also requiring predominant involvement of the ventral "what?" visual system. In the second series, the additional task (spatial localization of a target stimulus in a matrix of letters) was associated with the predominant involvement of the dorsal "where?" visual system. Cortical electrical activity immediately before presentation of pairs of tasks was analyzed. Measures of EEG spectral power in the frontal, central, occipital, and temporal areas of the cortex was subjected to dispersion analysis. The power of electrical potentials in the delta and beta1 frequency ranges was greater when both tasks were associated predominantly with activation of the ventral visual system (first series of experiments). Power in the occipital alpha rhythm was lesser in the left hemisphere in both series of experiments. The interaction of the "experimental series" and "hemisphere" factors was significant in the temporal areas for EEG activity in the alpha2 range, where the predominant involvement of the ventral visual system on solution of both tasks corresponded to greater asymmetry in the electrical oscillations in the rapid alpha2 rhythm and its neighboring beta1 range with greater desynchronization (lesser power) on the left side. Thus, the nature of the ongoing activity is reflected in the spatial-frequency characteristics of the "background" electrical activity of the cortex.